
 

 

Press release – Tuesday, September 14
th
 2016 

 

UEFA EURO 2016: An exceptional Game-

Concert in the Philharmonie de Paris 

Tuesday June 21
st
 at 09:00 p.m., 221 Avenue Jean Jaurès (19

th
 

arrondissement) 

Opening of the gates at 8:00 p.m. 

 
On the occasion of UEFA EURO 2016 and following the original idea of Tatane 

(collective and popular movement for a sustainable football) linked with the 

City of Paris, the symphony orchestra of the Conservatoire de Paris will 

accompany live the game Croatia – Spain, broadcasted on a giant screen. 

 

Broadcasted live on a giant screen on Tuesday June 21st in an exceptional place – the Large 

room of the Philharmonie de Paris (19th arrondissement) -, a game Croatia-Spain will be 

“commented” in live music. The music lovers will discover music and football differently 

through a varied and off-beat music repertoire travelling from rock’n’roll to electro and from 

Mozart to Brahms. 

 

The concert starts with the entry of the players on the field and continues with the hymns and 

finally…the game. The music will vary according to the actions’ intensity and the game’s 

dramaturgy. Depending on the moments, the atmosphere, the phases of the game and the 

tensions observable on the screen, a musical work or a type of music will be played. The 

successions of music might be loud and many pace’s increases are to be expected. And 

superimpositions will not be on the menu...  

 

The musical transcription of the game will last more than 90 minutes. More than 90 minutes 

of sound and sight experience. More than 90 minutes of combined sports and music.  

 

“By enhancing the game with “musical comments”, this unprecedented project has 

immediately arouse everyone’s enthusiasm, combining gesture to the artistic and sports 

performance”, underlines Bruno Julliard, first Deputy Mayor of Paris.  

 

About 2,000 young people from the working-class neighbourhoods are invited to freely attend 

this unprecedented event carried by the association Tatane.  



 

Practical information:  

Opening of the gates at 8:00 p.m. 

Pre-game in music 8:50 p.m.  

Booking of general public tickets: http://philharmoniedeparis.fr/fr/match-concert-euro-2016 

Find out more on: http://philharmoniedeparis.fr/fr 

 

Press contact: 

City of Paris: Barbara Atlan / presse@paris.fr / +33 1 42 76 49 61 

Tatane: Jeanne Lladeres / lladeresjeanne@gmail.com  

Philharmonie de Paris: Philippe Provensal / pprovensal@philharmoniedeparis.fr / 

 +33 1 44 84 45 63 

 

Follow us on Twitter: @parispresse ; @philharmonie ; @Tataneofficiel 
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